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	The maintenance of long-living software systems is an essential topic in today’s software engineering practice and research. Software Architecture Restructuring is an important task to adjust these systems to current requirements and to keep them maintainable. Niels Streekmann introduces an approach to Software Architecture Restructuring that semi-automates this task by introducing graph clustering. The approach provides an iterative process that systematically incorporates human architectural knowledge for the improvement of the restructuring result. Thus, it supports the task of planning the transfer of an existing system to a target architecture and aims at reducing the required manual effort.
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Monitoring and Managing Microsoft Exchange Server 2003, First EditionDigital Press, 2004
Monitoring and Managing Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 presents best practices and innovative everyday techniques for running Exchange Server 2003.

This authoritative book teaches IT professionals responsible for Exchange messaging systems how to efficiently manage the program’s many and complex system capabilities and...
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The World Atlas of Street Art and GraffitiYale University Press, 2013

	An authoritative guide to the most significant artists, schools, and styles of street art and graffiti around the world

	

	Painted murals first appeared in Latin America in the early 20th century; in the 1950s, spray-can graffiti associated with Latino gangs followed, notably the “cholo” graffiti of Los...
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A Practical Guide To Business Writing: Writing In English For Non-Native SpeakersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Nowadays, letters, reports and emails are vital components of business practice. Communication is increasingly global, but it’s not any easier to understand or contribute to for non-fluent English speakers. There is increasing pressure to be able to produce effective documents for a business environment but little help out there to do...
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Optimal Control of Constrained Piecewise Affine SystemsSpringer, 2007

	One of the most important and challenging problems in control is the derivation of systematic tools for the computation of controllers for constrained nonlinear systems that can guarantee closed-loop stability, feasibility, and optimality with respect to some performance index. This book focuses on the efficient and systematic computation of...
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Applied Predictive Analytics: Principles and Techniques for the Professional Data AnalystJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Learn the art and science of predictive analytics — techniques that get results


	Predictive analytics is what translates big data into meaningful, usable business information. Written by a leading expert in the field, this guide examines the science of the underlying algorithms as well as the principles and best...
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Pro AngularJSApress, 2014

	AngularJS is the leading framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications that take advantage of the capabilities of modern browsers and devices. AngularJS, which is maintained by Google, brings the power of the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern to the client, providing the foundation for complex and rich web apps. It allows you to...
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